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Overview
• Introduction and background information
• Findings of a state policy analysis
• Strategies for making and implementing text to
speech decisions
• Discussion

Forum on Text Readers
• Pre-session to the National Conference of
Student Assessment
• More than 80 participants: representatives
of state departments of education, school
districts, testing companies, other
educational organizations
• Purpose of forum: To develop greater
clarity on the implementation of text
readers for all students, and to discuss the
issues surrounding the use of text readers
for all students
• Looked at issues from three perspectives
o Research
o Vendor
Forum
on Text
o State

Report available at:
Readers
https://nceo.umn.edu/docs/OnlinePubs/2017ForumReport.pdf

Report available at: https://nceo.umn.edu/docs/OnlinePubs/2017ForumReport.pdf

Research Perspective
• Looked at studies that compared psychometric
properties, e.g., validity and reliability
• When text to speech is used to take a test that
includes both reading and math, cumulative scores
are improved, but text to speech has a greater effect
on reading than math…Taken together, improves
scores, but larger effect size for reading than math
• Performance gains when using text to speech are
minimal or nonexistent on math tests

Vendor Perspective
• The text-to-speech accommodation can be provided
in a variety of ways
– Embedded / nonembedded
– Human voice/synthesized voice
– Highlighting of text while being read
• Delivery methods
– Online
– On web server within district
– Test delivery system that delivers the
accommodation to student device, Internet not
needed

State Perspective
• Policies vary across states
• Policies vary across tests which makes it difficult for
educators to know policies for each test
• Some students struggle to auditorily process all the
information; Requires a lot of working memory
• Need for professional development

What the Participants Said
• There is a need for training on the selection and
administration of assessments with text to speech.
• Text to speech should be used in the classroom
before it is used on the test; it should have the same
features as the text-to-speech tool used on the test.
• Teachers need the opportunity to become familiar
with text-to-speech tools.
• It is important to provide information about text to
speech to parents in order for them to make
decisions about the use of text to speech with their
child and the child’s teacher.

Analysis of States’ Text-to-Speech Policies

Purpose:
To provide a snapshot of how states’ accessibility and
accommodations policies include text to speech
Method:
• Analyzed grades 3-8 reading/English language
arts (ELA) and math content assessments
• Looked at two groups of students:
1. Students with disabilities
2. English learners (ELs)
• 2016-17 school year

Terminology in Policies
Text to Speech

Synthesized voice

Online delivery of a reading accommodation support
Spanish language test directions
recorded by a human speaker

Text-to-speech (English audio)

Text reader

Embedded text-to-speech

Spanish language test directions (North American Spanish) recorded by a
human speaker
Assistive Technology

Text-to-speech (non-embedded –external screen reader)

Speech synthesizer/ screenreader software
Voice-over

Screen reader

Auditory environment

Human reader online

Computer Reads Test
Aloud—human vocalization

Synthesized audio
Online Testing with Human
Voice Audio (HVA)

Text to Speech as Defined by this Analysis

Students with
Disabilities,
English
Learners,
English
Learners with
Disabilities
Directions,
Items,
Passages

Grades 3-8
Reading/ELA,
Mathematics
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Test
Format

Language

TTS
Delivery Support
Format
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Computer based test
(excludes paper tests)

English,
Native
Language
Embedded
and
Approved
External
Software
(excludes
human
readers &
audio CDs
for paper
test)

Tiers of Accessibility

Universal Features
for all students

Designated Features
for students who need them as
identified by an educator in
advance

Accommodations
for students with disabilities; in
some cases, ELs are also eligible

Accessibility and Accommodations for
ELs with Disabilities
• Both accommodations for students with disabilities
and accommodations for ELs would apply to ELs
with disabilities.
• State policies addressing accessibility and
accommodations for ELs with disabilities vary.
• NCEO provides information about these policies at:
https://nceo.info/state_policies/accommodationsells#ELL
AccommContent.

• Of the 50 states and the District of Columbia, 40
states had accessibility and accommodation policies
that specifically address ELs with disabilities.
• 11 states had policy information available separately
for ELs and students with disabilities.

Number of State Policies
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Number of State Policies
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Number of State Policies
Text to Speech: PASSAGES
Reading/ELA
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TTS not Allowed
Info not Available
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Wide Variation in How Text to Speech is
Included in Policies
• For example:
̶ Features and policies may differ within a consortia
depending on vendor used by state.
̶ Some policies indicate that the student can control the
speed and volume of text-to-speech – others that it
must be pre-determined.
̶ Some assessment systems require educators to install
text-to-speech software or a “voice pack” prior to
administration.
̶ Text to speech may be provided in a different way on a
Spanish translation of an assessment than how it is
provided on the English version.

Wide Variation Examples, continued
̶ Text-to-speech language translations vary across
consortia, tools, vendors, assessment systems, etc.
̶ Some policies do not allow any reading “passages”
to be read using text to speech. Other policies
allow reading passages to be read with text to
speech for a very small number of students whose
IEP states that their reading disability severely limits
or prevents them from reading.
– Large differences exist in the “grain size” of policy
information. Some provided extensive detail about
when and how it should be used; others provided
little detail.

When to Use Text-To-Speech: State Policy Example
Follow these guidelines: “…for students who have IEP
documented approval for text-to-speech…”1

1Maine

Educational Assessments, 2017 Accessibility Guide, p. 9.

Accommodations for ELs: State Policy Example
“While trying out the selected supports during routine
instruction to determine whether they meet the
student’s needs, the teacher should ask him- or herself
the following questions:
• Does the feature and/or accommodation help the
student overcome the barrier posed by his or her
developing English language proficiency?
• Is the student comfortable using the feature or
accommodation?”1
1

Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education,
Accessibility and Accommodations Manual for Spring 2017 Gr. 3-8 Tests

Strategies
• Consider the use of text to speech as part of the
instructional, learning, and assessment process. Learn
to use the text-to-speech tool(s) with expertise and
model its use frequently.
• Schedule time for additional learning and practice time
for the student if the assessment text-to-speech tool
differs from the daily instruction text-to-speech tool.
• Teach the tool’s functionalities and learn what is helpful
and not helpful to the student, e.g., type of voice, voice
speed, highlighting features, and built in study tools
such as dictionaries.
• Communicate with parents about the implications for
students who use text to speech with assessments, e.g.,
high school exit requirements, college entrance exams.

Strategies, continued
• Remember that text to speech may be effective for
some students, but ineffective or even detrimental to
others.
• Spend time learning about the student’s experience
with the text-to-speech tool. Keep a monitoring/
documentation/ evaluation log for the student.
– How do you know the student is using the tool (s)
consistently?
– How does the student do in a trial test using text to
speech and another trial test not using text to speech?
– Ask the student what he or she likes/dislikes about the
text-to-speech tool.

• Explicitly address the student’s needs for using text to
speech in the IEP.

Discussion Questions
• What suggestions do you have to help students
use text to speech effectively?
• What suggestions do you have for communicating
with parents about students’ use of text to
speech?
• What other general strategies can you share with
the group or what questions would you like to ask
the group?

Questions / Comments
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